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White House Clubhouse (White House Clubhouse) 2023-10-03
from a former white house speechwriter a middle grade series following two first daughters who team up with historical presidential children to save the nation marissa and clara s
mom is the newly elected president of the united states and they haven t experienced much freedom lately while exploring the white house they discover a hidden tunnel that leads to
an underground clubhouse full of antique curiosities doors heading in all directions and a mysterious invitation to join the ranks of white house kids so they sign the pledge suddenly
the lights go out and marissa and clara find themselves at the white house in 1903 there they meet quentin ethel archie and alice the irrepressible children of president theodore
roosevelt to get back home marissa and clara must team up with the roosevelt kids to help the president and to make a difference white house clubhouse is a thrilling and hilarious
adventure that takes readers on an action packed cross country railroad trip back to the dawn of the twentieth century and the larger than life president at the country s helm

Reaching for the Moon 2020-05-05
this rich volume is a national treasure kirkus reviews starred review captivating informative and inspiring easy to follow and hard to put down school library journal starred review the
inspiring autobiography of nasa mathematician katherine johnson who helped launch apollo 11 as a young girl katherine johnson showed an exceptional aptitude for math in school
she quickly skipped ahead several grades and was soon studying complex equations with the support of a professor who saw great promise in her but ability and opportunity did not
always go hand in hand as an african american and a girl growing up in an era of brutal racism and sexism katherine faced daily challenges still she lived her life with her father s
words in mind you are no better than anyone else and nobody else is better than you in the early 1950s katherine was thrilled to join the organization that would become nasa she
worked on many of nasa s biggest projects including the apollo 11 mission that landed the first men on the moon katherine johnson s story was made famous in the bestselling book
and oscar nominated film hidden figures now in reaching for the moon she tells her own story for the first time in a lively autobiography that will inspire young readers everywhere

A Path to the World 2023-08-22
a chorus of essays from a variety of voices backgrounds and experiences exploring what it means to be human and true to yourself what does it mean to be yourself to be born here or
somewhere else to be from one family instead of another what does it mean to be human collected by lori carlson hijuelos a path to the world showcases essays by a vast variety of
luminaries from gary soto to nawal nasrallah to ying ying yu from chefs to artists to teens to philosophers to politicians keep your eyes peeled for a surprise appearance by george
washington all of which speak to the common thread of humanity the desire to be your truest self and to belong contributors include lori marie carlson hijuelos joseph bruchac jacinto
jesús cardona william sloane coffin pat conroy mario cuomo timothy egan alan ehrenhalt shadi feddin ralph fletcher valerie gribben alexandre hollan molly ivins geeta kothari jeremy
lee yuyi li emily lisker kamaal majeed madge mckeithen nawal nasrallah scott pitoniak anna quindlen michael j sandel raquel sentíes david e skaggs gary soto alexandra stoddard
kellynoel waldorf george washington and ying ying yu

Just Beyond the Very, Very Far North 2021-10-05
duane the polar bear and the other animals of the very very far north find their friendships deepening as they are challenged by the arrival of a contentious weasel and an unexpected
departure

Four for the Road 2023-08-15
when seventeen year old asher embarks on a road trip from new jersey to graceland to get revenge on the drunk driver who killed his mom he brings along three new friends from his
bereavement groups



The Clackity 2023-07-18
to rescue her aunt from the ghost of a serial killer twelve year old evie von rathe embarks on a journey into a strange world filled with hungry witches ghosts and a story thief all while
trying to fulfill her deal with the clackity

The Summer of June 2023-05-30
from the acclaimed author of tune it out and roll with it comes a needed hopeful booklist middle grade book about a young girl who sets out to overcome her anxiety over the course of
one life changing summer twelve year old june delancey is kicking summer off with a bang she shaves her head and sets two goals she will beat her anxiety and be the lion she knows
she can be instead of the mouse everyone sees and she and her single mama will own their power as fierce independent females with the help of homer juarez the poetry citing soccer
star who believes in june even when she doesn t believe in herself she starts a secret library garden and hatches a plan to make her dreams come true but when her anxiety becomes
too much everything begins to fall apart it s going to take more than a haircut and some flowers to set things right it s going to take courage and friends and watermelon pie forget
second chances this is the summer of new beginnings

The Weeping Tide 2023-01-31
lore keeper apprentice barclay helps his teacher investigate a carnivorous algae bloom and its possible connection to recurring attacks by the legendary beast of the sea

Tune It Out 2021-08-31
twelve year old lou montgomery s life has been centered on her mother s terrifying plan to make her a singing star but a crisis reveals lou s sensory processing disorder and people
determined to help her address it

We Could Be Heroes 2021-02-23
a coming of age story of friendships young old and canine kirkus reviews a good natured tale of two unlikely friends determined to save a life publishers weekly shiloh meets raymie
nightingale in this funny and heartwarming debut novel about a ten year old that finds himself in a whole mess of trouble when his new friend maisie recruits him to save the dog next
door hank hudson is in a bit of trouble after an incident involving the boy s bathroom and a terribly sad book his teacher is forcing them to read hank is left with a week s suspension
and a slightly charred hardcover and it turns out the attention of new girl maisie huang maisie has been on the lookout for a kid with the meatballs to help her with a very important
mission saving her neighbor s dog booler booler has seizures and his owner mr jorgensen keeps him tied to a tree all day and night because of them it s enough to make hank even
sadder than that book does he has autism and he knows what it s like to be treated poorly because of something that makes you different but different is not less and hank is willing to
get into even more trouble to prove it soon he and maisie are lying brown nosing baking and cow milking all in the name of saving booler but not everything is as it seems booler
might not be the only one who needs saving and being a hero can look a lot like being a friend

When We Were Them 2022-11-08
after betraying her two best friends eighteen year old willa spends the week of her high school graduation going through a memory box commemorating important moments of the
three girls friendship in order to try to save it provided by publisher



The Ever Storms 2024-03-05
thirteen year old barclay and his fellow lore keeper apprentices are excited to travel to the desert to study at the respected university of al faradh but when dangerous unnatural
sandstorms and a magical library appear more than their exams are at stake

Time to Roll 2024-04-09
in the eagerly anticipated sequel to jamie sumner s acclaimed and beloved middle grade novel roll with it ellie finds her own way to shine ellie is so not the pageant type they re
coralee s thing and ellie is happy to let her talented friend shine in the spotlight but what s she supposed to do when coralee asks her to enter a beauty pageant and their other best
friend bert volunteers to be their manager then again how else is she going to get through this summer with her dad who barely knows her while her mom is off on her honeymoon
with ellie s amazing gym teacher ellie decides she has nothing to lose there s only one problem the director of the pageant seems determined to put ellie and her wheelchair front and
center so it s up to ellie to figure out a way to do it on her own terms and make sure her friendships don t fall apart along the way through it all from thrift store deep dives to
disastrous dance routines she begins to form her own definition of beauty and what it means to really be seen

New Kids and Underdogs 2023-10-17
ten year old perpetual new kid robyn has rules about starting a new school but she learns some rules are worth breaking when she signs up her special needs dogs for agility training

The Accidental Apprentice 2022-02
eleven year old barclay thorne yearns for the quiet life of a mushroom farmer but after unwittingly bonding with a beast in the forbidden woods he must seek lore keepers to break the
bond and return home

The Very, Very Far North 2020-10-06
wonderfully follows in the tradition of a a milne s winnie the pooh stories endearing will win over young readers in a heartbeat booklist starred review quirky and imaginative
postmodern storytelling at its best kirkus reviews an inquisitive polar bear named duane befriends an array of animals as he discovers where he belongs in this charming classic in the
making in the very very far north past the cold cold ocean and just below the hill that looks like a baby whale you ll find duane and his friends duane is a sweet and curious young bear
who makes friends with everyone he meets whether they re bossy like major puff the puffin or a bit vain like handsome the musk ox or very very shy like boo the caribou for these
arctic friends every day is a new adventure

To Dance 2019-10-01
a beautifully refreshed and expanded special edition of the sibert honor winning graphic memoir about the dreams and realities of becoming a ballerina ballerinas are young when
they first dream of dance siena was six and her dreams kept skipping and leaping circling and spinning from airy runs along a beach near her home in puerto rico to dance classes at
the school of american ballet to her debut performance on stage with the new york city ballet while working with ballet legend george balanchine part family history part backstage
drama this beautifully updated graphic memoir which features a refreshed design and a brand new scrapbook of siena s mementoes is an original firsthand look a young dancer s
beginnings



Isla to Island 2022-03-15
a wordless graphic novel in which twelve year old marisol must adapt to a new life 1960s brooklyn after her parents send her to the united states from cuba to keep her safe during
castro s regime

Roll with It 2020-09
twelve year old ellie who has cerebral palsy finds her life transformed when she moves with her mother to small town oklahoma to help care for her grandfather who has alzheimer s
disease

The Ones We Burn 2022-11-01
an instant new york times bestseller love and duty collide in this richly imagined young adult debut about a witch whose dark powers put her at the center of a brewing war between
the only family she s ever known and the enemy who makes her question everything featuring a brand new short story and character art monster butcher bloodwinn ranka is tired of
death all she wants is to be left alone living out her days in witchik s wild north with the coven that raised her attempting to forget the horrors of her past but when she is named
bloodwinn the next treaty bride to the human kingdom of isodal her coven sends her south with a single directive kill him easy enough for a blood witch whose magic compels her to
kill except the prince is gentle kind and terrified of her he doesn t want to marry ranka he doesn t want to be king at all and it s his sister the wickedly smart infuriatingly beautiful
princess aramis who seems to be the real threat but when witches start turning up dead murdered by a mysterious magical plague aramis makes ranka an offer help her develop a
cure and in return she ll help ranka learn to contain her deadly magic as the coup draws nearer and the plague spreads ranka is forced to question everything she thought she knew
about her power her past and who she s meant to fight for soon she will have to decide between the coven that raised her and the princess who sees beyond the monster they shaped
her to be but as the bodies pile up a monster may be exactly what they need

The Time of Green Magic 2020-07-28
five starred reviews an instant classic the new york times book review from award winning author hilary mckay comes a memorable family story booklist starred review about a girl
adjusting to her new home with the help of a little magic when abi s father marries max and louis s mom their families start over together abi suddenly finds herself the middle child
expected to share far too much especially with grubby little louis then they move into an eerie ivy covered house big enough for all of them but for the children strange things start to
happen in that house abi reads alone and finds herself tumbling so deep into books they almost seem real louis summons comfort from outdoors and a startling guest arrives is it a cat
or something else max loses his best friend and falls in love meanwhile louis s secret visitor is becoming much too real now abi max and louis must uncover the secrets of their new
home for there can be danger in even the most beautiful magic from award winning author hilary mckay comes a story that is at once enchanting and thrilling if you don t get lost in it
first

When You Need Wings 2020-03-03
in the tradition of where the wild things are beloved author illustrator lita judge brings us a soaring story about the power of imagination on a day when you feel like no one is
listening and you wish you could just disappear shut your eyes and listen do you hear it that isn t your heart that is the sound of your very own wings beating within acclaimed author
illustrator lita judge takes readers on a wonder filled exploration of a child s imagination thoughtfully weaving in a gentle suggestion of how to explore that bountiful inner world and
let it help them shine with courage in the real one



A Cuban Girl's Guide to Tea and Tomorrow 2020-11-10
a new york times bestseller a reese witherspoon x hello sunshine book club ya pick love gelato meets don t date rosa santos in this charming heartfelt story following a miami girl who
unexpectedly finds love and herself in a small english town for lila reyes a summer in england was never part of the plan the plan was 1 take over her abuela s role as head baker at
their panadería 2 move in with her best friend after graduation and 3 live happily ever after with her boyfriend but then the trifecta happened and everything including lila herself fell
apart worried about lila s mental health her parents make a new plan for her spend three months with family friends in winchester england to relax and reset but with the lack of sun
a grumpy inn cook and a small town lacking miami flavor both in food and otherwise what would be a dream trip for some feels more like a nightmare to lila until she meets orion
maxwell a teashop clerk with troubles of his own orion is determined to help lila out of her funk and appoints himself as her personal tour guide from winchester s drama filled music
scene to the sweeping english countryside it isn t long before lila is not only charmed by orion but england itself soon a new future is beginning to form in lila s mind one that would
mean leaving everything she ever planned behind

Plátanos Are Love 2024-04-09
a young girl learns the cultural significance of plantains while cooking alongside her abuela

Wild Bird 2023-03-21
get lost in a sweeping middle grade adventure following rype an abandoned girl in fourteenth century europe as she walks from norway to england looking for safety from the plague
her name was rype that wasn t really her name it was what the strangers called her she didn t remember her real name she didn t remember anything at all rype was hiding in the
hollow of a tree trunk when they found her she was hungry small cold alone she did not speak their language or understand their mannerisms but she knew this to survive she would
have to go with them in fourteenth century norway the plague has destroyed the entire village of skeviga to stay alive rype the only one left must embark on a sweeping adventure
across europe with the son of an english ship captain and a band of troubadours in search of a brighter future and a new home expertly crafted beautifully written and completely
unique diane zahler has created a historically rich stunning story of survival and hope in the face of tragedy praise for wild bird a junior library guild selection something special don t
miss it karen cushman newbery medal winning author of the midwife s apprentice and newbery honor winning catherine called birdy a quick paced treasure donna jo napoli author of
in a flash a deeply moving tribute to the power of art and memory laurel snyder author of my jasper june and national book award longlist orphan island

The Class 2020-10-06
a complex thought provoking and entertaining view of middle school publishers weekly twenty kids twenty points of view one rambunctious brilliantly conceived novel that corrals the
seeming chaos c mon twenty points of view into one effervescent story sixth grade is a most confusing time best friends aren t friends anymore worst enemies suddenly want to be
partners in crime and classmates you thought you knew have all sorts of surprising stuff going on the kids in mrs herrera s class are dealing with all this and more specifically 1 there
s a new girl who just seems to be spying on them all and scribbling things in a notebook maybe she is a spy 2 someone is stealing mrs herrera s most treasured items 3 their old
classmate sam keeps showing up and no one knows why until they do which leads to a fourth problem but we can t tell you about that yet the twenty kids in mrs herrera s classroom
can though and they do every single one of them

The Dire Days of Willowweep Manor 2021-07-20
after she saves a man from drowning haley wakes up in a pocket universe that appears as a gothic estate and helps three brothers whose job it is to protect her world against a
penultimate evil



The Legend of Buddy Bush 2019-07-16
celebrate the fifteenth anniversary of shelia p moses s national book award finalist and coretta scott king honoree the legend of buddy bush with this new edition of a classic novel
that s more relevant than ever the day uncle goodwin buddy bush came from harlem all the way back home to rehobeth road in rich square north carolina is the day pattie mae sheals
s life changes forever pattie mae adores and admires uncle buddy he s tall and handsome and he doesn t believe in the country stuff most people believe in like ghosts and stepping off
the sidewalk to let white folks pass but when buddy is arrested for a crime against a white woman that he didn t commit pattie mae and her family are suddenly set to journeying on
the long hard road that leads from loss and rage to forgiveness and pride

It's Diwali! 2022-09-06
in this take off of the counting rhyme one two buckle my shoe the wonders of diwali are described

The Artist's Quest of Inspiration 2004-07-01
updated to inspire a new generation of visual artists in their quest for creative growth this book shows artists how they can experience a new awakening of creativity and add fresh
meaning to their work by using simple techniques found in this inspirational guide a working artist who has coped successfully with the daily challenge of facing a blank canvas shares
her methods for overcoming creative blocks allworth press an imprint of skyhorse publishing publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts with emphasis on the
business of art our titles cover subjects such as graphic design theater branding fine art photography interior design writing acting film how to start careers business and legal forms
business practices and more while we don t aspire to publish a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive we often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers

Oh, Rats! 2020-08-25
a moving animal fantasy kids will want to squirrel away for repeated reading booklist starred review when a hawk snatches up an adventurous squirrel named phoenix he s ready to
kiss his tail goodbye but what should have been a death sentence becomes the beginning of a sweeping big city adventure in this charming kirkus reviews novel by national book
award nominated author tor seidler phoenix is a pretty big deal in his neck of the woods the largest in his litter with the most lustrous fur and by far the bushiest tail he s one of the
most sought after squirrels in new jersey which makes his kidnapping by hawk even more dramatic luckily the hawk doesn t have the best grip unluckily he drops phoenix on a freshly
tarred street in downtown manhattan now stripped of his gorgeous golden brown coat phoenix looks like nothing more than a common sewer rat fortunately for phoenix it s not a pack
of sewer rats that find him they re a notoriously surly bunch but rather wharf rats taken in by siblings lucy and beckett phoenix is welcomed into a rat pack living in abandoned piers
on the hudson but when they learn of plans to demolish the piers phoenix is swept up in a truly electrifying scheme to stop the humans from destroying his new friends home

One Kid's Trash 2022-11-08
from the acclaimed author of roll with it and tune it out comes a funny moving and not to be missed kirkus reviews starred review middle grade novel about a boy who uses his
unusual talent for decoding people s trash to try to fit in at his new school hugo is not happy about being dragged halfway across the state of colorado just because his dad had a
midlife crisis and decided to become a ski instructor it d be different if hugo weren t so tiny if girls didn t think he was adorable like a puppy in a purse and guys didn t call him
leprechaun and rub his head for luck but here he is the tiny new kid on his first day of middle school when his fellow students discover his remarkable talent for garbology the science
of studying trash to tell you anything you could ever want to know about a person hugo becomes the cool kid for the first time in his life but what happens when it all goes to his head



The Loud Librarian 2023-04-11
when loud voiced penelope becomes student librarian she is determined to prove she is perfect for the job while staying true to herself

The Problem with Pajamas 2022-02-22
after a long itchy uncomfortable day in clothes a slew of fuzzy friends and her understanding dad convince cody that not all pajamas are bad

Fly 2022-01-11
africa asks her friends to teach her to double dutch so she can enter a double dutch competition but none of her friends know how

I Am a GREAT Friend! 2023-04-25
loud and splashy baby capybara must change his ways if he wants a bevy of peaceful birds perched on his back but when an unexpected critter splashes onto the scene he realizes he
does not need to change himself to find friends

Wildfire! 2021-11-02
illustrations and easy to read text reveal the struggles of forest animals to survive when fire breaks out on spruce mountain and the actions of the firefighters who work through the
night to stop the blaze provided by publisher

Mother Goose Goes to India 2022-01-04
a collection of familiar mother goose rhymes reset in india with character names foods numbers and other aspects changed to reflect life in that country

A Song of Frutas 2021-08-03
from pura belpré award winning author margarita engle comes a lively rhythmic picture book about a little girl visiting her grandfather who is a pregonero a singing street vendor in
cuba and helping him sell his frutas when we visit mi abuelo i help him sell frutas singing the names of each fruit as we walk our footsteps like drumbeats our hands like maracas
shaking the little girl loves visiting her grandfather in cuba and singing his special songs to sell all kinds of fruit mango limón naranja piña and more even when they re apart
grandfather and granddaughter can share rhymes between their countries like un abrazo a hug made of words carried on letters that soar across the distance like songbirds

Only the Cat Saw 2020-06-16
what does a curious farm cat see when the sun goes down the stars come out and everyone else is fast asleep find out in this brand new fully refreshed and repainted edition of ashley
wolff s classic only the cat saw when night falls a family eases into supper bath and bedtime but while their day is ending their farm cat s adventures have just begun only the cat sees
the sun set over a flock of sheep an owl stalking a mouse a shooting star and much much more this peaceful visually stunning story explores what happens at night when no one well
almost no one is watching
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